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Let  be a locally Noetherian scheme and φ: →  be a morphism of ﬁnite
type, whose ﬁbers have bounded dimensions. Given a residual complex • on 
with Cousin data, a residual complex φ!• on  with Cousin data has been con-
structed. In this article, transitivity of residual complexes is clariﬁed and a trace map
tr/ :φ∗φ!• → • is constructed in terms of Cousin data. With these concrete
data, the residue theorem is directly proved.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Our purpose in this article is to continue the realization of concrete
aspects of Grothendieck duality following [7]. To explain our results, we
recall ﬁrst a deﬁnition. Let  be a locally Noetherian scheme. A residual
complex • on  is a complex of quasi-coherent injective  -modules,
bounded below, with coherent cohomology sheaves and such that there is
an isomorphism ⊕
n∈
n 
⊕
∈
J
where J is the quasi-coherent  -module which is the constant sheaf
M, an injective hull of the residue ﬁeld κ over the local ring  ,
on the closure 	− of 	, and is 0 elsewhere [3, p. 304]. If  is an
afﬁne scheme Spec A, we call the complex of A-modules corresponding to
• a residual complex on A. As shown in [3], residual complexes play an
important role in the theory of Grothendieck duality.
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The following two examples are elementary but fundamental for con-
structing other residual complexes. In the end of Section 2, we will see
more examples.
Example 1.1. Let κ be a ﬁeld. The complex
· · · → 0→ κ→ 0→ · · ·
with only one nonzero term is a residual complex on κ.
Example 1.2. Let R be a Dedekind domain but not a ﬁeld. Let K be the
ﬁeld of fractions of R. For each maximal ideal of R and a ∈ R 0 = b ∈ R,
denote by  a
b
 the equivalence class in K/R containing a/b. Let
δ:K →⊕ K
R

where the summation ranges over all maximal ideals  of R, be the map
given by
a
b
→∑[ a
b
]


Then the complex
· · · → 0→ K δ−→⊕ K
R
→ 0→ · · ·
with only two nonzero terms is a residual complex on R.
A residual complex • determines a codimension function : → 
(that is, a function satisfying  =  + 1 for every immediate special-
ization  of  such that
n 
⊕
=n
J
[3]. In the case that
n =
⊕
=n
J
we denote (by abusing the notation) by δ  both the mapM →M
and the map J → J determined by coboundary maps in • . In
such case, we call
M	∈   δ 	 ∈
a Cousin data for • . The reason that we need to deal with Cousin data lies
in the fact that injective hulls of a given module are not unique, although
they are all isomorphic.
Let φ: →  be a morphism of ﬁnite type whose ﬁbers have bounded
dimensions. Given a point 	 in  , let  = φ	; injective hulls of the
residue ﬁeld κ	 of the local ring 	 can be constructed canonically
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from M. Here are two methods:
• If   → 	 is surjective, Hom 	M is an injective
hull of κ	.
• If 	 is isomorphic to the localization of  X1    Xn at a
prime ideal, let  be the relative dimension of 	 over  , then the
local cohomology module H		
∧n 	/ ⊗  M is an injec-
tive hull of κ	; cf. [5, Chap. 3, Case ii].
These two special constructions are in fact the building blocks in [7, Sect. 2]
for a general and canonical construction of an injective hull M	 of
κ	.
We denote by J	 the quasi-coherent  -module which is the constant
sheaf M	 on 		− and 0 elsewhere. We may extend the deﬁnition of
the codimension function  to  by the formula
 = 	 + transcendence degree of κ	/κ
(cf. [3, Chap. VI, Proposition 3.4]). With the data M			∈ , it then
becomes possible to ask the following natural and fundamental question.
Question. Let  be a locally Noetherian scheme and φ: →  be a
morphism of ﬁnite type, whose ﬁbers have bounded dimensions. Given a resid-
ual complex • with Cousin data M	∈   δ 	 ∈, how do we
deﬁne a morphism δ	
:M	 → M
 for each pair of points 	 and

 in  so that the induced chain of  -modules
· · · → ⊕
	=n
J	 →
⊕

=n+1
J
 → · · ·
is a residual complex on ?
The difﬁculty of this question arises even in the case that  = SpecR and
 = SpecRX! The reader is referred to Example 2.10 and Example 2.11
for the subtlety of the question and is referred to [7] for an answer to
this question. We remark that, for differently constructed injective hulls,
answers to the above question can be also found in the following special
cases:
• (Kunz [9])  is the spectrum of a ﬁeld of characteristic zero.  is
reduced, irreducible, and Cohen–Macaulay. φ is projective.
• (Yekutieli [14])  is the spectrum of a perfect ﬁeld.  is reduced.
φ is a morphism of ﬁnite type.
• (Sastry [12] and Yekutieli [15])  is the spectrum of a perfect ﬁeld.
φ is a morphism of ﬁnite type.
• (Hu¨bl [8])  is Noetherian. φ is projective and equidimensional.
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In this article, we use the injective hulls M	 constructed in [7] (with
a sign ﬁxed, see Eq. (3)), which are slightly different from the ones given in
[5]. We denote by φ!• the residual complex on  constructed in [7]. The
complex φ!• is endowed with M			∈  δ	
		
∈ as Cousin
data. We remark that the Cousin data of • are required for constructing
φ!• . Therefore φ! is simply a notation but not a functor on residual
complexes.
In this article, we investigate other concrete aspects of Grothendieck
duality in terms of Cousin data. After recalling the construction of φ!•
in Section 2, we study the local nature of φ!• in Section 3. The results
in this section can be thought of as a special case of the base change theo-
rem. Although not in the most general form, local base change is sufﬁcient
for our purpose. Section 4 is about the transitivity of our construction of
residual complexes. What is surprising is that residual complexes are not
transitive in general; see Example 4.6. However, the special case of transi-
tivity in this section still sufﬁces for our purpose. Section 5 gives a theory
of traces with Cousin data:
Traces. Let  be a locally Noetherian scheme possessing a residual
complex • with Cousin data M	∈   δ 	 ∈ and φ: → 
be a morphism of ﬁnite type, whose ﬁbers have bounded dimensions. There
exists a morphism of graded  -modules
tr/ :φ∗φ
!• → •
given by maps
tr/  :M →M
for each pair of points  ∈  and  ∈  subject to the following condition:
If φ =  and  is residually ﬁnite over   (that is, κ is ﬁnite
dimensional as a vector space over κ), then tr/   is the composition
of an identiﬁcation
M → Homc∧ 
∧
 M
of injective hulls, see (20), followed by “evaluation at one”
Homc

∧
 

∧
 M →M
It is not difﬁcult to see that for tr/ to be graded, tr/  has to
vanish unless φ =  and  is residually ﬁnite over  . Therefore
there exists a unique theory of traces with Cousin data (cf. [3, p. 340]). Our
theory of traces (with Cousin data) enjoys also a transitive property, which
relates tr/ to tr/ and tr/ for some morphisms →  and  →  .
See Proposition 5.4 for the precise statement.
One of the main purpose of this article is to give a concrete realization
of the following theorem.
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Residue Theorem. tr/ is a morphism of complexes if φ is proper.
In terms of Cousin data, the residue theorem is established in Section 6.
Compared to the construction of residual complexes and the proof of the
residue theorem in [3], our approach is more concrete and direct. First of
all, we work on the category of complexes of quasi-coherent modules with-
out derived categories. Second, there are many compatibilities essential for
the approach in [3]; some of them were not proved. We are able to avoid
many of these compatibilities. Finally, most of the maps we use are deﬁned
explicitly using generalized fractions. The task of checking the commutativ-
ity of diagrams is accomplished by chasing elements directly under various
canonical maps.
We will use the following conventions and notations: X X1 X2    Y,
Y1 Y2    denote variables and     denote schemes. UV    denote
afﬁne open subschemes.    denote prime ideals of a base ring or points
in a base scheme;  (resp. ) is assumed to be an immediate specialization
of  (resp., ); 	 	X 	Y     (resp., 

X
Y    ) denote some prime
ideals or points lying over  (resp. );     denote arbitrary prime ideals
or points, not necessary those lying over  or .
2. RESIDUAL COMPLEXES
Let  be a locally Noetherian scheme and φ: →  be a morphism of
ﬁnite type, whose ﬁbers have bounded dimensions. Assume that  has a
residual complex • with Cousin data M	∈   δ 	 ∈. If it
is clear from the context that we are working on the scheme  , we write
M simply as M. We review the construction of the residual complex
φ!• on  given in [7].
Given a point 	 in  , let
/	 = VU  	 ∈ VφV  ⊆ U	
be the directed set of pairs of afﬁne open subsets V of  and U of  with
the order
V1U1 ≤ V2U2 if and only if V1 ⊇ V2 and U1 ⊇ U2
Given elements x1     xn ∈ V, we denote by x1     xn the
unordered n-tuple of these elements. To be precise, x1     xn =
y1     ym if and only if the following two conditions hold.
• As sets, x1     xn	 = y1     ym	.
• Every element occurs the same number of times in the sequence
x1     xn as in the sequence y1     ym	.
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On these unordered tuples, we say that
x1     xn ≤ y1     ym(1)
if and only if the following two conditions hold:
• x1     xn	 is a subset of y1     ym	.
• For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the number of times xi occurs in the sequence
y1     ym is greater than or equal to that in the sequence x1     xn.
If x = x1     xn, we deﬁne x = n. Given VU ∈ /	 let
V /U 	
= x  x = x1     xn n > 0 Ux1     xn	x = V		
be the directed set, where 	x = Ux1     xn ∩	, with the order
(1) above. Given x = x1     xn ∈ V /U 	, we choose variables
X1    Xn for x1     xn and denote these variables by X. Note that if xi
occurs in x1     xn  times,  variables are chosen for xi.
For a prime ideal  ∈ UX, let  be its contraction in U;
we deﬁne
detM = 
n∧
U X/  ⊗  M
where X = n. Elements in detM can be written as a sum of elements
of the form
ϕdX1 · · ·dXn ⊗ α
where ϕ ∈ UX and α ∈M. Let  be the relative dimension of
UX over  ; we deﬁne
Htop detM = HdetM
If  = 0, by convention,
Htop detM = detM
If  > 0 and f1     f is a relative system of parameters of UX
over  , every element in H
top
 detM can be written as a generalized
fraction [
ω
f
j1
1      f
j

]


where ω ∈ detM and j1     j ∈ . For the deﬁnition and properties
of generalized fractions, the reader is referred to [5, Chap. 2]. In the fol-
lowing, when we use this notation, the assumption that f1     f form a
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relative system of parameters of UX over   is assumed. If it is
clear from the context that we are working on UX , we drop the
subscript: i.e., [
ω
f
j1
1      f
j

]

=
[
ω
f
j1
1      f
j

]

Deﬁnition 2.1 (Injective Hull Depending on Subsets and Elements).
Given 	 ∈  and x ∈ V /U 	, let  = φ	 and 	X be the preim-
age of 	 under the canonical map UX → V sending X to
x. Let I be the kernel of UX → V. We deﬁne
MV /U  x	 = ω ∈ H
top
	x det	xM  Iω = 0	
In the following, when we use the notation MV /U  x	, the
assumptions VU ∈ /	 and x ∈ V /U 	 are assumed.
MV /U x	 has a natural 	-module structure with which it is
an injective hull of the residue ﬁeld κ	 of 	. We use also the con-
vention MV /U x1 xn	 for MV /U  x1  xn	. For any
y = y1     ym,
x y = x1     xn y1     ym
is contained in V /U 	. We denote by Y the variables chosen for y
and by 	XY the preimage of 	 under the canonical map UXY →
V sending XY to x, y. There is an isomorphism
res−1 MV /U  x	 →MV /U  x y	
which is the inverse of the restriction of a residue map
res Htop	XY det	XYM → H
top
	X
det	XM(2)
on MV /U  xy	. The residue map (2) can be described explic-
itly using generalized fractions: Let α ∈ M, k ∈ UX	X , and
g1     gm be elements in UX	X mapping to y1     ym. Then
res
[
kdY1 · · ·dYmdX1 · · ·dXn ⊗ α
Y1 − g1i1     Ym − gmim f j11      f j
]
=

[
kdX1 · · ·dXn ⊗ α
f
j1
1      f
j

]
 if i1 = · · · = im = 1;
0 otherwise.
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The 	-linear maps
−1x′ −x	res−1(3)
MV /U  x	 →MV /U  x′ 	
for x x′ ∈ V /U 	 satisfying x′ ≥ x give rise to a directed systemMV /U  x		x∈V /U 	 . We remark that the negative signs
−1x′ −x	 in (3) correct [7, Proposition 6.1].
Deﬁnition 2.2 (Injective Hull Depending on Subsets).
MV /U 	 = lim−→MV /U  x	
where x ranges over V /U 	.
In the following when we use the notation MV /U 	, the
assumption VU ∈ /	 is assumed. The canonical map
MV /U  x	 →MV /U 	
is an isomorphism. Hence MV /U 	 is also an injective hull of
κ	.
Given V1U1 and V2U2 in /	 with V1U1 ≤ V2U2, we
choose x ∈ V1 /U1 	. Let x¯ be the restrictions of x in V2.
Then x¯ ∈ V2 /U2 	. Let X be variables chosen for x¯ and 	X be
the preimage of 	 under the canonical map U2X → V2
sending Xi to x¯i. There is a bijective map
ζ	x  H
top
	X
det	XM → H
top
	X
det	XM(4)
given by [
kdX1 · · ·dXn ⊗ α
f1     f
]
	X
→
[
k¯ dX1 · · ·dXn ⊗ α
f¯1     f¯
]
	X

where k¯ f¯1     f¯ are the images of k f1     f under the canonical iso-
morphism
U1X	X → U2X	X
sending Xi to Xi. ζ	X gives rise to an isomorphism
MV1 /U1 	 →MV2 /U2 	(5)
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via the diagram
Htop	X det	XM H
top
	X
det	XM
MV1 /U1  x	 MV2 /U2  x¯	
MV1 /U1 	 MV2 /U2 	
ζ	X
inclusion inclusion
can can
The above mapMV1 /U1 	 →MV2 /U2 	 is independent
of the choice of x and gives rise to a directed system of 	-modules,
MV /U 		VU∈/	 
Deﬁnition 2.3 (Canonical Injective Hull).
M/	 = lim−→MV /U 	
where VU ranges over /	.
The canonical map
MV /U 	 →M/	
is an isomorphism. Hence M/	 is also an injective hull of κ	. We
deﬁne J/	 to be the quasi-coherent  -module which is the con-
stant sheaf M/	 on 		− and is 0 elsewhere. We write M/	 and
J/	 also as M	 and J	, if it is clear from the context that they
are constructed from the schemes  and  .
Deﬁnition 2.4 (Coboundary Maps). Let points  and  in  be given.
If  is not an immediate specialization of  , we deﬁne δ M →
M to be zero. If  is an immediate specialization of  , we choose
VU ∈ / and x which generate V as a U-algebra. Let
X be the variables chosen for x and let X (resp. X) be the preimage of 
(resp. ) under the canonical map UX → V sending X to x.
δ is deﬁned to be the map making the diagram
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MV /U  x MV /U  x
MV /U  MV /U 
M/ M/
δV /U  x
can can
can can
δ
commutative, where δV /U  x is the restriction of a map
δX Htopx det xMφ → Htopx det xMφ
to be described in the following.
Assume that X are the variables X1    Xn. Let  be the relative dimen-
sion of UXx over  φX0 be another variable, and XX0 be
a prime ideal of UXX0 contracting to X. Then the local coho-
mology modules
HtopXX0 det XX0H
top
X
det XMφ
and
HtopXX0 det XX0Mφ
are injective hulls of the residue ﬁeld κXX0.
Deﬁnition 2.5 (Identiﬁcation of Injective Hulls). We deﬁne an iso-
morphism
HtopXX0 det XX0H
top
X
det XMφ → H
top
XX0
det XX0Mφ
explicitly by generalized fractions as follows (cf. [5, pp. 7–9 and (4.5)iii]).
Let k ∈ UXX0 h ∈ UX α ∈Mφ, and f1     f ∈
UXX . If XX0 = XUXX0, we deﬁne
k
f0
dX0 ⊗
[
hdX1 · · ·dXn ⊗ α
f1     f
]
→
[ kh
f0
dX0dX1 · · ·dXn ⊗ α
f1     f
]

where f0 ∈ UXX0\XX0 . If XX0 = XUXX0, we
deﬁnekdX0 ⊗
[
hdX1 · · ·dXn ⊗ α
f1     f
]
f0
 → [khdX0dX1 · · ·dXn ⊗ α
f0 f1     f
]

where f0 ∈ XX0\XUXX0.
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Based on the above identiﬁcation of injective hulls, δX is deﬁned
inductively on the number of variables. For the case of one variable, what
we need to deﬁne is essentially the case that U =  = Spec R and V =  =
Spec RX. By abusing the notation, we denote the variable chosen for
the section X also by X. Note that there may exist prime ideals properly
between φ and φ; even  is an immediate specialization of  .
Example 2.6. Let κ be a ﬁeld and  (resp. ) be the prime ideal of
κXYZ generated by XZ + Y (resp. X and Y). Then  is an immediate
specialization of  but there are prime ideals properly between  ∩κXY 
and  ∩ κXY .
There are four types of coboundary maps δX: type i j 0 ≤ i j ≤ 1.
Here i is the relative dimension of RX over R∩R and j is the relative
dimension of RX over R∩R.
M	 M

MRX MRX MRX
type 11
type 01
type 00
type 10
Type 0 1. If  and  have the same contraction in R, say , then
 = RX,
HtopX det XM = RXRX/R ⊗R M
HtopX det XM = H1RX/R ⊗R M
The coboundary map δX is given by
k
f
dX ⊗ α →
[
kdX ⊗ α
f
]

where k ∈ RX, f ∈ RX\RX, and α ∈M.
Type 0 0. If the contraction  of  in R is an immediate specialization
of the contraction  of  in R and  = RX, then  = RX,
HtopX det XM = RXRX/R ⊗R M
HtopX det XM = RXRX/R ⊗R M
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The coboundary map δX is given by
k
f
dX ⊗ α → g
h
(
kdX ⊗ δ 
(α
a
))

where k ∈ RX f ∈ RX\RX α ∈ M n ∈  satisfying nα =
0 a ∈ \ g ∈ RX∧RX, and h ∈ RX∧RX\RX∧RX such that
fg − ah ∈ nRX∧RX. Note that we may choose g ∈ R∧ X and
h ∈ R∧ X\R∧ X; see [7, Proposition 4.1] and its proof. The map
δXRX RX is an operation of division; see [p. 716, ibid].
Type 1 1. If the contraction  of  in R is an immediate specialization
of the contraction  of  in R but  = RX, then
HtopX det XM = H1RX/R ⊗R M
HtopX det XM = H1RX/R ⊗R M
Given ω ∈ HtopX det XM, choose ω0 ∈ det RXM such that
δXRX0ω0 =
{
ω if 0 =  
0 if 0 ∩ RX = 0 =  or RX.(6)
Note that these δXRX0 are of type 0 1. The coboundary map δX
is given by
δXω = −δXRXδXRX RXω0
Note that δXRX RX is of type 0 0 and δXRX is of type 0 1.
Type 1 0. If the contraction  of  in R is not equal to nor
an immediate specialization of the contraction  of  in R, then
 = RX dimR// = 2,
HtopX det XM = H1RX/R ⊗R M
HtopX det XM = RXRX/R ⊗R M
Given ω ∈ HtopX det XM, choose ω0 ∈ det RXM as in (6). The
coboundary map δX is given by
δXω = −
⊕
δX RX RXδX RX RXω0
where  ranges over all prime ideals of R properly between  and . Note
that δX RX RX and δX RX RX are of type 0 0.
δ induces an  -morphism J → J which is also denoted by
δ by abusing the notation.
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Deﬁnition 2.7 (Residual Complex). We deﬁne φ!• to be the com-
plex
· · · → ⊕
=n
J
⊕
δ→ ⊕
=n+1
J → · · · 
From the construction, φ!• is a residual complex on  with Cousin
data M			∈  δ	
		
∈.
Let κ be a ﬁeld. Starting from the residual complex in Example 1.1, using
the method in this section, we may construct a residual complex on κX.
Example 2.8. Let
δ0 :κX/κ → H1κX/κ
be the map given by
δ0 
(
k
f
dX
)
=
[
kdX
f
]

where k ∈ κX and 0 = f ∈ κX. Then the complex
· · · → 0→ κX/κ
⊕
δ0 → ⊕H1κX/κ → 0→ · · ·
with only two nonzero terms is a residual complex on κX, where  ranges
over all maximal ideals of κX.
Now we describe residual complexes on two-dimensional polynomial
rings over a ﬁeld or . On X, we ﬁrst identify some injective hulls. For
a prime number p, there is an isomorphism
XpX/p ⊗

p
→ H1pXXpX/(7)
of injective hulls given by
k
f
dX ⊗
[
1
a
]
p
→
[
kdX
fa
]

where k ∈ X, a ∈ , 0 = f ∈ X, and the greatest common divisor of
the coefﬁcients of f is 1. For a maximal ideal 
 of X, let q = 
 ∩ ;
there is an isomorphism
H1

(
X
/q ⊗

q
)
→ H2
X
/(8)
of injective hulls given by[
kdX ⊗
[
1
a
]
q
f
]
→
[
kdX
f a
]

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where k ∈ X, a ∈ , 0 = f ∈ X, and the greatest common divisor
of the coefﬁcients of f is 1. We remark that (7) and (8) are connecting
homomorphisms of the long exact sequences obtained from the short exact
sequences
0→ XpX/ → XpX/ ⊗→ XpX/p ⊗

p
→ 0
and
0→ X
/ → X
/ ⊗→ X
/q ⊗

q
→ 0
by applying local cohomology functors.
Starting from the residual complexes in Example 2.8 and Example 1.2, in
the latter case using the identiﬁcations (7) and (8), we have the following
residual complex.
Example 2.9. Let R be a ﬁeld κ or . In the former case, let S =
κXY  and ω = dX dY ; in the latter case, let S = X and ω = dX.
Denote by QS the quotient ﬁeld of S. For a height-one prime ideal  of
S, let
δ0  topQS/R → H1topS/R
be the map given by
δ0
(k
f
ω
)
=
[
kω
f
]

where k ∈ S and 0 = f ∈ S. For a height-one prime ideal  of S and a
maximal ideal Q of S, let
δ H1topS/R → H2
top
S/R

be the map given by
δ
[ k
f0
ω
f1
]
=
[
kω
f0 f1
]

where k ∈ S, f0 ∈ S\ , and f1 ∈ S generates  up to radical. Then the
complex
···→0→topQS/R
⊕
δ0
→⊕ H1topS/R
⊕
δQ
→⊕ H2topS/R→0→···
with only three nonzero terms is a residual complex on S, where  ranges
over all height-one prime ideals of S and  ranges over all maximal ideals
of S.
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If we keep on going, we may construct a residual complex on every poly-
nomial ring S over R, which is either a ﬁeld κ or . But coboundary maps
become complicated. For instance, let S be three-dimensional and QS be
the quotient ﬁeld of S, starting from the residual complex in Example 2.9;
using the method in this section, we obtain a residual complex
· · · → 0→ topQS/R →
⊕
H1topS/R
→⊕H2topS/R →⊕H3topS/R → 0→ · · ·
on S, where , , and  range over prime ideals of height 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. However, for some  and , the coboundary map
H2topS/R → H3
top
S/R
(9)
in the above complex does not have a simple formula as in Examples 2.8
and 2.9.
Example 2.10. Let  (resp. ) be the prime ideal of κXYZ gener-
ated by XZ − Y 2X3 − YZ, and X2Y −Z2 (resp. XY , and Z). We leave
it as an exercise for the reader to check that the image of[ 1
Z
dXdYdZ
XZ − Y 2X4 − Y 3
]
under the map (9) is not[
dXdYdZ
ZXZ − Y 2X4 − Y 3
]
but [X2Y 2 + YZ2 +X3Z dXdYdZ
X4 Y 3 Z3
]

Example 2.11. Let  (resp. ) be the prime ideal of XY  generated
by X4 + 2X2 + 4, XY + 2, and X2 + Y 2 + 2 (resp. XY , and 2). We leave
it as an exercise for the reader to check that the image of[ 1
Y
dXdY
XY + 2X4 + 2X2 + 4
]
under the map (9) is not[
dXdY
YXY + 2X4 + 2X2 + 4
]
but [X3Y 2 + 2X3 + 2Y 3 + 2X2Y  dXdY
X4 Y 4 4
]

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3. LOCAL NATURE OF RESIDUAL COMPLEXES
Let  be a locally Noetherian scheme possessing a residual complex •
with Cousin data M	∈   δ 	 ∈. Let  ′ be a local space
Spec   of  and j  ′ →  be the canonical map. We construct ﬁrst a
residual complex • ′ on 
′ with Cousin data.
For  ∈  ′, we denote j also by  by abusing the notation. We give
M an  ′ -module structure via the canonical isomorphism   →
 ′ . Let J ′  be the quasi-coherent  ′ -module which is the constant
sheaf M on 	− and 0 elsewhere. J ′  is canonically isomorphic to
j∗J.
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Residual Complex of a Local Space). • ′ is deﬁned
to be the complex
· · · → ⊕
=n
J ′ 
⊕δ′ → ⊕
=n+1
J ′  → · · ·
whose coboundary maps make the diagram
J ′  J ′ 
j∗J j∗J
δ′ 
can
j∗δ 
can
commutative.
It is easy to see that • ′ is isomorphic to j
∗• . Hence 
•
 ′ is a residual
complex on  ′ with Cousin data M	∈ ′  δ′ 	 ∈ ′ .
Let φ: →  be a morphism of ﬁnite type, whose ﬁbers have bounded
dimensions. Let  ′ be the ﬁber product  ×  ′ and let φ′  ′ →  ′
and j′  ′ →  be the projections. In this section, we will compare the
complexes φ′!• ′ and φ!• .
Given  ∈  ′, we denote j′ also by  by abusing the notation. Let
M ′/ ′  be the injective hull of κ (as  ′ -module) constructed
from M ′ φ′. Choose VU ∈ / and let V ′ = j′−1V . Then
V ′ ′ ∈  ′/ ′ . Choose x which generate V as a U-
algebra. Then the images x′ of x in V ′ ′  generate V ′ ′  as a
 ′ ′ -algebra. Let X (resp. X′) be the variables chosen for x (resp.
x′) and X (resp. X′) be the preimage of  under the canonical map
UX → V (resp.  ′ ′ X′ → V ′ ′ ) sending X
(resp. X′) to x (resp. x′). Note that there is a canonical isomorphism of rings
UXX →  ′ ′ X′X′
sending X to X′.
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Deﬁnition 3.2 (Local Nature of Local Cohomology Modules). We
deﬁne
HtopX detXMφ → H
top
X′ detX′Mφ(10)
to be the map satisfying[
kdX1 · · ·dXn ⊗ α
f1     f
]
X
→
[
k′dX ′1 · · ·dX ′n ⊗ α
f ′1     f
′

]
X′

where k′ f ′1     f
′
 are images of k f1     f in  ′ ′ X′X′ .
Note that this map is well deﬁned and sends MV /U  x bijec-
tively to MV ′′ / ′ ′  x′ .
Deﬁnition 3.3 (Local Nature of Injective Hulls). For x and VU
chosen above, we deﬁne
M/ →M ′/ ′ (11)
to be the map making the diagram
MV /U  x MV ′′ / ′ ′  x′ 
MV /U  MV ′′ / ′ ′ 
M/ M ′/ ′ 
can
can can
can
commutative, where
MV /U x →MV ′′ / ′ ′ x′ 
is the restriction of the map (10).
Lemma 3.4. The map M/ → M ′/ ′  in Deﬁnition 3.3 is inde-
pendent of the choices of x and VU.
Proof. To prove that the map (11) is independent of the choice of x,
we consider y ≥ x, letting y′ be the images of y in V ′ ′ . It sufﬁces to
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check that the diagram
MV /U  x MV ′′ / ′ ′  x′ 
MV /U  y MV ′′ / ′ ′  y′ 
−1y−xres−1 −1y′ −x′ res−1
is commutative. This can be easily done by chasing it using generalized
fractions.
To prove that map (11) is independent of the choice of VU, we con-
sider V1U1 and V2U2 in / with V1U1 ≤ V2U2, letting V ′1 =
j′−1V1 and V ′2 = j′−1V2. Choose x1 which generate V1 as a
U1-algebra. Let x′1 be their images in V ′1  ′  and let x2 (resp. x′2)
be the restrictions of x1 (resp. x
′
1) in V2 (resp. V ′2  ′ ). Working
on these sets and elements, the reader can verify straightforwardly that the
map (11) is indeed independent of the choice of VU.
Proposition 3.5 (Local Nature of Coboundary Maps). For  ∈  ′,
the diagram
M/ M ′/ ′ 
M/ M ′/ ′ 
11
δ δ
11
is commutative.
To prove the proposition, one reduces the problem to injective hulls
of the form MV /U , then to MV /U x, and then to
HtopX detX Mφ, where the induction on the number of variables is
used. The details are left to the reader.
Essentially, Proposition 3.5 says that the map (11) induces an isomor-
phism
j′∗φ!• → φ′!• ′
of complexes of  ′ -modules.
4. TRANSITIVITY
Let  be a locally Noetherian scheme possessing a residual complex •
with Cousin data M	∈   δ 	 ∈. Let φ  →  and η →
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 be morphisms of ﬁnite type, whose ﬁbers have bounded dimensions.
Using φ!• and the Cousin data M			∈  δ	
		
∈, our
construction gives rise to a residual complex, denoted by η!φ!• , on . In
this section, we will compare the complexes η!φ!• and φη!• .
Given  ∈ , we denote by M/ (resp. M/) the  -
module constructed from Mφη (resp. M/η) and denote
by J/ (resp. J/) the quasi-coherent -module which is the
constant sheaf M/ (resp. M/ on 	− and 0 elsewhere.
Take UVW x y y′XYY′ XYXY′ as follows:
• VU ∈ / η and WV  ∈ / . (It follows WU ∈
/ .)
• x ∈ W/V  and y ∈ V /U η.
• y′ is the image of y in W. (It follows x y′ ∈ W/U  .)
• XY, and Y′ are the variables chosen for x y, and y′, respectively.
• X (resp. Y and XY′) is the preimage of  (resp. η and )
under the canonical map VX → W (resp. UY →
V and UXY′ → W) sending X (resp. Y and XY′)
to x (resp. y and x y′).
Deﬁnition 4.1 (Transitivity of Local Cohomology Modules). We deﬁne
HtopX detXM/η → H
top
XY′ detXY′Mφη(12)
to be the composition of the following two maps:
• the map
HtopX detXM/η → H
top
X
detXH
top
Y
detYMφη
induced by the map
M/η → HtopY detYMφη
which makes the diagram
MV /U  yη
M/η HtopY detYMφη
can
inclusion
commutative;
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• the canonical map (cf. [5, pp. 7–9 and (4.5)iii])
HtopX detXH
top
Y
detYMφη(13)
→ HtopXY′ detXY′Mφη
described by the generalized fractions[
kdX1 ···dXn⊗
[hdY1 ···dYm⊗α
g1gs
]
f1f
]
→
[
k′h′dX1 ···dXndY ′1 ···dY ′m⊗α
f ′1f
′
g
′
1g
′
s
]

where
—k′ f ′1     f
′
 ∈ UXY′XY′ map to k f1     f, respec-
tively, under the canonical surjective map
UXY′XY′ → VXX
sending Y′ to y;
—h′ g′1     g
′
s ∈ UXY′XY′ are images of h g1     gs,
respectively, under the canonical map
UYY → UXY′XY′
sending Y to Y′.
Given ω ∈M/η, if
[
hdY1···dYm⊗α
g1gs
]
maps to ω under the canonical
map
MV /U yη →M/η
then the map (12) in terms of generalized fractions is described by[
kdX1 · · ·dXn ⊗ω
f1     f
]
→
[
k′h′dX1 · · ·dXndY ′1 · · ·dY ′m ⊗ α
f ′1     f
′
 g
′
1     g
′
s
]

Lemma 4.2. The image of MW/V X under the map (12) is
contained in MW/U x y′ .
Proof. Let
ϒ =
t∑
i=1
[
h′ik
′
idX1 · · ·dXndY ′1 · · ·dY ′m ⊗ αi
f ′1     f
′
 g
′
i1     g
′
is
]
be the image of an element
2 =
t∑
i=1
[
kidX1 · · ·dXn ⊗ωi
f1     f
]
∈MW/V x
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By deﬁnition 2 is annihilated by the kernel of the map VXX →
 . Let k
′
0 be an element in the kernel of the map UXY′XY′ →
 . Then the image k0 of k
′
0 in VXX is contained in the ker-
nel of VXX →  . The element k′0ϒ is the image of k02. The
latter is zero, hence so is the former. This means that ϒ is contained in
MW/U x y′ .
Deﬁnition 4.3 (Transitivity of Injective Hulls; cf. [5, (6.10)]). For U ,
VW x y chosen above, let n be the transcendence degree of κ over
κη and d be the relative dimension of UYY over φη.
We deﬁne
Cηφ  M/ →M/
to be the map making the diagram
MW/V  x MW/U  x y′ 
MW/V  MW/U 
M/ M/
can can
can can
−1ndCηφ
commutative, where
MW/V x →MW/U x y′ (14)
is the restriction of the map (12).
Lemma 4.4. The map Cηφ  M/ → M/ is independent of
the choices of UVW x, and y.
Proof. To show Cηφ is independent of the choices of x and y, we
take x1 ∈ W/V  and y1 ∈ V /U  η with x1 ≥ x and
y1 ≥ y. Denote by y′1 the images of y1 in W. Let Y ⊂ Y1 be the
variables chosen for y and y1 and Y1 be the preimage of η under the
canonical map UY1 → V. Let d1 be the relative dimension
of UY1Y1 over  φη. Then y1 − y = y
′
1 − y′ = d1 − d and
η − n = . It follows that
x1 − x + y1 − yη + nd
= x1 + y′1 − x − y′ + nd1
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With this identity, taking account of the negative sign −1y1−yη
from the descriptions of an element ω ∈ M/η by y1 and by y, it is
straightforward to check that the diagram
MW/V  x MW/U  x y′ 
MW/V  x1 MW/U  x1 y′1
−1nd
−1x1 +y′1 −x−y′ res−1x1 −xres
−1nd1
is commutative, where
MW/V x
−1nd
→ MW/U x y′ 
is the restriction of the map (12) multiplied by −1nd and
MW/V x1
−1nd1
→ MW/U x1 y′1
is the restriction of the map (12) multiplied by −1nd1 . Therefore the map
MW/V  →MW/U 
making the diagram
MW/V  x MW/U  x y′ 
MW/V  MW/U 
can can
commutative is independent of the choices of x and y.
To show that Cηφ is independent of the choices of UV , and W , we
take U1 V1W1 contained in UVW , respectively, such that V1U1 ∈
/ η and W1 V1 ∈ / . Let x1 (resp. y1 and y′1) be the restric-
tions of x (resp. y and y′) in W1 (resp. V1 and W1). It
is straightforward, working on these sets and elements, to show that Cηφ
is indeed independent of the choices of UV , and W . The details are left
to the reader.
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Proposition 4.5 (Transitivity of Coboundary Maps). If η is a ﬁnite
morphism, then for any points  and  of  with  =  + 1,
the diagram
M/ M/
M/ M/
Cηφ
δ
Cηφ
δ(15)
is commutative.
Proof. We may assume that  is an immediate specialization of 
to avoid the trivial case that the vertical maps of diagram (15) vanish.
Take UVW such that VU ∈ / η and WV  ∈ /. Then
VU ∈ / η and WV  ∈ / . Take x which generate W
as a V-algebra and y which generate V as a U-algebra.
Then
x ∈ W /V  ∩ W /V 
y ∈ V /U  η ∩ V /U  η
Let y′ be the images of y in W. Then
x y′ ∈ W /U  ∩ W /U 
As the transcendence degree of κ (resp. κ) over κη (resp.
κη) is zero, to show that diagram (15) is commutative it sufﬁces to
show that the diagram
MW/V  x MW/U  x y′ 
MW/V  x MW/U  x y′ 
14
δW/V  x
14
δW/U  x y′ (16)
is commutative. By induction on the number x, this is reduced to a case
where computations of generalized fractions are available. The remaining
details are left to the reader.
We remark that diagram (16) commutes even if η is not ﬁnite, but dia-
gram (15) in general commutes only up to sign.
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Example 4.6. Let κ be a ﬁeld,  = Spec κ = Spec κY  =
Spec κYZ, and φ  →  η →  be the canonical projections. Let
 (resp. ) be the prime ideal of κYZ generated by Y (resp. YZ).
Then the transcendence degree of κ/κη is one, the transcen-
dence degree of κ/κη is zero, htη = htη = 1, and the
maps in diagram (15) satisfy
δCηφ + Cηφδ = 0
The map Cηφ  M/ → / induces an isomorphism
J/ → J/
of -modules, which deﬁnes an isomorphism
Cηφ η!φ!• → φη!•
of -modules. The morphism Cηφ preserves degrees, since the codimen-
sion function  on  is the same whether constructed from that deﬁned
on  or from that constructed on  . With this observation, Proposition 4.5
simply says
Corollary 4.7 (Transitivity of Residual Complexes). If η is a ﬁnite
morphism, then Cηφ is a morphism of complexes.
5. TRACES
As in previous sections,  is a locally Noetherian scheme possessing a
residual complex • with Cousin data M	∈   δ 	 ∈ and
φ  →  is a morphism of ﬁnite type, whose ﬁbers have bounded dimen-
sions.
Given 	 ∈  , we choose VU ∈ /	 and choose x = x1     xn ∈
V/U 	. We denote by X the variables chosen for x and by 	x the
preimage of 	 under the canonical map UX → V sending
X to x. Let  = φ	 and  be the preimage of the maximal ideal of
UX∧	X under the canonical map
∧ X → UX∧	X
which preserves X and  . We deﬁne
Htop	X d˜et	XM = H	X
(∧n˜∧ X∧/∧  ⊗∧  M)
where  is the relative dimension of ∧ X∧ over ∧  and ˜∧ X∧/∧ 
is the universal separated differential module of ∧ X∧ over ∧ .
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There is a canonical bijective map
Htop	X det	XM → H
top
	X
d˜et	XM(17)
which in terms of generalized fractions is trivial in formalism: It maps[
kdX1 · · ·dXn ⊗ α
f1     f
]
∈ Htop	X det	XM
to [
kdX1 · · ·dXn ⊗ α
f1     f
]
∈ Htop	X d˜et	XM
Assume that ∧ X∧ is residually ﬁnite over ∧ . In [5, Chap. 7], an
∧ -linear map
resX∧ X∧/∧ M H
top
	X
d˜et	XM →M
is deﬁned. We write resX∧ X∧/∧ M simply as resX, if it is clear from
the context that we are working on ∧ X∧/∧  and M. Recall that
resX is deﬁned inductively on the number of the variables X,
resX = resX1 · · · resXn
In the one variable case (that is, n = 1), resX can be explicitly described by
generalized fractions: For 0 < k1 and 0 ≤ j1 ≤ n1 − 1,
resX1
[
X
j1
1 dX1 ⊗ α
f
k1
1
]
=
{
α if k1 = 1 and j1 = n1 − 1,
0 otherwise,
(18)
where α ∈M and f1 = Xn11 + a1Xn−11 + · · · + an−1X + an is an element
in ∧ X1, together with the maximal ideal of ∧ , generating  . Note
that (18) resembles Tate’s trace [13]. In the one variable case, every element
in Htop	X d˜et	XM is a sum of elements of the form[
X
j1
1 dX1 ⊗ α
f
k1
1
]

where 0 < k1 and 0 ≤ j1 ≤ n1 − 1. Hence resX is characterized by (18).
Deﬁnition 5.1 (Trace Maps on Injective Hulls). Given  ∈  and  ∈
 , we deﬁne a map
tr/   M/ →M
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as follows: If φ =  and  is residually ﬁnite over  , denoting
 by 	 and using the notations as before, tr/ 	  is deﬁned so that the
diagram
MV /U  x	 H
top
	X
det	XM
MV /U 	 H
top
	X
d˜et	XM
M/	 M
inclusion
can 17
can −1xresX
tr/ 	 
(19)
is commutative. Otherwise tr/   is deﬁned to be zero.
We write tr/   as tr  if it is clear from the context that we are
working on the schemes  and  . If φ =  and  is residually ﬁnite
over  , the trace map tr/   gives rise to an identiﬁcation
M → Homc∧ 
∧
 M(20)
of injective hulls of κ, where Homc∧ 
∧
 M consists of ∧ -
linear maps ∧ → M continuous for the -adic topology of ∧
and the discrete topology of M. This is called local duality; see [5].
Lemma 5.2. tr  is independent of the choices of VU , and x.
Proof. We only need to prove the nontrivial case where  maps to 
and  is residually ﬁnite over  . In such a case  = . We
denote  by 	 in order to use previous notations.
To prove that tr	  is independent of the choice of x, we ﬁx a choice
of VU ∈ /	 and x ∈ V /U 	. Without loss of gener-
ality, we only need to compare tr	  deﬁned x = x1     xn and by
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x x0 = x1     xn x0, where x0 ∈ V. We need to check that the
diagram
Htop	XX0 det	XX0M H
top
	X
det	XM
Htop	XX0 d˜et	XX0M H
top
	X
d˜et	XM
M
−1res
17 17
−1x+1resXX0 −1
xresX
is commutative. All maps above are explicitly described by generalized
fractions. It is straightforward to check that the above diagram is commu-
tative using these explicit descriptions. The details are left to the reader.
To prove that tr	  is independent of the choices of V and U , it sufﬁces
to prove that the diagram
Htop	X det	XM H
top
	X
det	XM
Htop	X d˜et	XM H
top
	X
d˜et	XM
M
4
17 17
−1xresX −1xresX
(21)
is commutative, where
• V1U1 V2U2 ∈ /	 satisfying V1U1 ≤ V2U2,
• x ∈ V1 /U1 	,
• x¯ is the restriction of x in V2,
• X (res. X) are the variables chosen for x (resp. x¯),
• 	X (resp. 	X) is the preimage of 	 under the map U1X →
V1 (resp. U2X → V2) sending Xi (resp. Xi) to xi
(resp. x¯i).
Note that x = x¯, so the negative signs in diagram (21) are can-
celled out. For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, let 	j (resp. 	j¯) be the preimage of 	 under the
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map U1X1    Xj → V1 (resp. U2X1    Xj →
V2) sending Xi (resp. Xi) to xi (resp. x¯i). Let
ζj Htop	j d˜et	jM → H
top
	j¯
d˜et	j¯M
be the bijective map given by[
kdX1 · · ·dXj ⊗ α
f1     fj
]
→
[
k¯dX1 · · ·dXj ⊗ α
f¯1     f¯j
]

where k¯ f¯1     f¯j are the images of k f1     fj under the canonical
isomorphism
U1X1    Xj	j → U2X1     Xj	j¯
sending Xi to Xi. The maps of the following diagram are explicitly
described by generalized fractions.
Htop	X det	XM H
top
	X
det	XM
Htop	n d˜et	nM H
top
	n¯
d˜et	n¯M
4
17 17
ζn
One checks easily that it is commutative. The commutativity of diagram
(21) is implied by the commutativity of the diagram
Htop	n d˜et	nM H
top
	n¯
d˜et	n¯M
M
ζn
resX resX

One may assume that n = 1 and check directly using generalized fractions
that the above diagram is indeed commutative.
By abusing the notation, we denote
tr  φ∗J → J
which is also the induced morphism of  -modules, tr  ranging over all
pairs of points  ∈  and  ∈  induces a morphism⊕
	∈
φ∗J	 →
⊕
∈
J
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of  -modules. Since the direct image φ∗ commutes with direct sum, we
get a morphism
tr/  φ∗φ!• → •
of  -modules which preserves degrees, as is easily seen from the construc-
tion.
Given a point  of  , denote by  ′ the local space Spec X  and by
j  ′ →  the canonical map. Let • ′ be the residual complex on  ′ as in
Deﬁnition 3.1. The deﬁnition of tr/ is local on  in the following sense:
Proposition 5.3 (Local Nature of Trace Maps). Let  ′ be the ﬁber
product  ×  ′. For 	 ∈  ′ and  = φ	, the diagram
M/	 M ′/ ′ 	
M
11
tr/ 	  tr′/ ′ 	 
(22)
is commutative.
Proof. Choose VU ∈ /	 and x which generate V as
a U-algebra. Let V ′ = j′−1V  and x′ be the images of x in
V ′ ′ . Let X (resp. X′) be the variables chosen for x (resp. x′)
and 	X (resp. 	X′) be the preimage of 	 under the canonical map
UX → V (resp.  ′ ′ X′ → V ′ ′ ). To prove
that diagram (22) is commutative, it sufﬁces to prove that the diagram
Htop	X det	XM H
top
	X′
det	X′M
Htop	X d˜et	XM H
top
	X′
d˜et	X′M
M
10
17 17
−1x	resX −1x′ 	resX′
is commutative. All maps in the above diagram are explicitly described by
generalized fractions. The reader can check directly that it is commutative.
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Trace maps are also transitive.
Proposition 5.4 (Transitivity of Trace Maps). For any 	 ∈ , the dia-
gram
M/	 M/	
M/η	 Mφη	
Cηφ	
tr	 η	 tr	 φη	
trη	 φη	
(23)
is commutative.
Proof. Denote  = φη	. We may assume that 	 is residually
ﬁnite over  , otherwise the compositions of the maps in the above dia-
gram are trivial. Take UVW x y y′XYY′	X	Y	XY′ as follows:
• VU ∈ / η	 and WV  ∈ /	.
• x ∈ W/V 	 and y ∈ V /U  η	.
• y′ is the image of y in W.
• XY, and Y′ are the variables chosen for x y, and y′, respectively.
• 	X (resp. 	Y and 	XY′) is the preimage of 	 (resp. η	 and 	)
under the canonical map VX → W (resp. UY →
V and UXY′ → W) sending X (resp. Y and XY′)
to x (resp. y and x y′).
As the transcendence degree of κ	 over κη	 is zero, to prove that
diagram (23) is commutative it sufﬁces to prove that the diagram
Htop	X det	XM/η	 H
top
	XY′
det	XY′M
Htop	X d˜et	XM/η	 H
top
	XY′
d˜et	XY′M
M/η	 M
12
17 17
−1x	resX −1xy′ 	resXY′
trη	 
is commutative. Taking into account the negative signs −1y	 for deﬁn-
ing trη	 , to prove that diagram (23) is commutative it also sufﬁces to
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prove that the diagram
Htop	X det	XH
top
	Y
det	YM H
top
	XY′
det	XY′ M
Htop	X d˜et	XH
top
	Y
det	Y M H
top
	XY′
d˜et	XY′M
Htop	Y det	YM H
top
	Y
d˜et	YM M
13
17 17
resX resXY′
17 resY
is commutative. All maps above are explicitly described by general-
ized fractions. The reader can check directly that the above diagram is
commutative.
Proposition 5.5 (Trace Maps as Embeddings). Let  ′ →  be a closed
immersion. Then the map
tr ′/	 = tr ′/ 		 M ′/	 →M	
is injective for any 	 ∈  ′.
Proof. Take an afﬁne open subset U of  containing 	. Then
U ∩  ′U ∈  ′/	. Take an element x ∈ V ′ . Then x ∈
U∩ ′ ′ /U 	. Let X be the variable chosen for x and 	X be the
preimage of 	 under the canonical map UX → V ′  sending
X to x. To prove the proposition, it sufﬁces to prove that the composition
of the maps
MV ′ /U x	
inclusion→ Htop	X det	XM	
17→ Htop	X d˜et	XM	
resX→ M	
(24)
is injective (see diagram (19)). The elements in MV ′ /U x	 are
of the form [
dX ⊗ α
X − x
]

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where α ∈ M is annihilated by the kernel of 	 →  ′	. Under the
composition (24), [
dX ⊗ α
X − x
]
→ α
So it is clear that tr ′/	 is injective.
Let 	 be a point in  and let n be the nth inﬁnitesimal neighborhood of
the reduced induced closed subscheme of 		−. Every element inM/	
is the image of an element inMn/	 under the injective map trn/	 for
some n. We say that every element inM/	 comes from an inﬁnitesimal
neighborhood of the reduced induced closed subscheme of the closure of 	.
Combining Proposition 5.4 and Proposition 5.5, we get the following
result.
Corollary 5.6 (Restriction of Trace Maps on Injective Hulls). Let j
 ′ →  and j′  ′ →  be closed immersions, and let φ′  ′ →  ′ be a
morphism of ﬁnite type. (The ﬁbers of φ′, as the ﬁbers of φ, have bounded
dimension.) Assume that the diagram
 ′ 
 ′ 
j′
φ′
j
φ
is commutative. Let 	 ∈  ′ and  = φ′	. With the embeddings
tr ′/  M ′/ →M
and
tr ′/	C
−1
j′ φ	Cφ′ j	 M ′/ ′ 	 →M/	
the trace map
tr ′/ ′ 	  M ′/ ′ 	 →M ′/
is the restriction of the trace map
tr/ 	  M/	 →M
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Proof. The corollary follows from the commutativity of the diagram
M ′/ ′ 	 M ′/
M ′/	 M ′/	
M/	 M
tr′/ ′ 	 
Cφ′  j	
Cj′ φ	
tr′/	
tr/	 
tr′/ 	 
tr ′/ 
Corollary 5.6 can be stated in terms of residual complexes.
Corollary 5.7 (Restriction of Trace Maps on Residual Complexes).
As maps of graded  -modules,
j∗tr ′/ ′  j∗φ′∗φ′!j!• → j∗j!•
is a restriction of the trace map
tr/  φ∗φ!• → • 
Proof. j∗φ′∗φ′!j!• is a grade submodule of φ∗φ!• via the com-
position of the morphisms
j∗φ′∗φ′!j!• jφ
′∗Cφ′  j→ jφ′∗jφ′!• = φj′∗φj′!•
φj′∗Cj′ φ−1→ φ∗j′∗j′!φ!•
φ∗tr′/→ φ∗φ!• 
(25)
j∗j!
•
 is a subcomplex of 
•
 via the morphism tr ′/ . The corollary follows
from the commutative of the diagram
j∗φ′∗φ′!j!• j∗j!•
φ∗φ!
•
 M
•

j∗tr′/ ′
φ∗tr′/ φj′∗Cj′ φ−1jφ′∗Cφ′  j tr ′/
tr/
(see Corollary 5.6).
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We remark that, with the embedding in the corollary, the coboundary
maps of j∗φ′∗φ′!j!• agree with the coboundary maps of φ∗φ!• up
to sign.
6. RESIDUE THEOREM
Our goal is to prove the residue theorem for a proper morphism.
Following the idea of [3], we prove the theorem ﬁrst for a ﬁnite morphism
and for 1A over an Artinian local ring A and then derive the general the-
orem from these two special cases. As in previous sections,  is a locally
Noetherian scheme possessing a residual complex • with Cousin data
M	∈   δ 	 ∈ and φ  →  is a morphism of ﬁnite type,
whose ﬁbers have bounded dimensions. To prove the residue theorem, we
need a trace map global in the sense that it is a sum of residues over an
open set.
Let  be a point in  and U be an afﬁne open subset of  containing .
Recall, that
detU XM = U XU X/  ⊗  M
Lemma 6.1. Every element of detU XM can be written as a sum
of elements of the form (
k1 +
k2
f
)
dX ⊗ α
where α ∈ Mp k1 ∈ UX f ∈ UX has a leading coefﬁ-
cient not contained in , and k2 ∈ UX has degree less than deg f .
Proof. Elements of detU XM can be written as a sum of ele-
ments of the form k/f dX ⊗ α, where f ∈ U X\UX,
k ∈ UX, and α ∈ Mp. So the lemma follows from [7, Proposi-
tion 3.4].
Deﬁnition 6.2. Let  be a point in  and U be an afﬁne open subset
of  containing . We deﬁne
trU  detU XM →M
to be the  -linear map satisfying
trU 
((
k1 +
k2
f
)
dX ⊗ α
)
= c
b
α
where α k1 k2, and f are as in Lemma 6.1, b is the leading coefﬁcient of
f , and c is the coefﬁcient of k2 at X−1+deg f .
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As resX , the map trU  also resembles Tate’s trace. To show trU  is well-
deﬁned, we claim that the image of k1 + k2/f dX ⊗ α under the com-
positions of the maps
detU XM
⊕
H1	X det	X M
M ⊕ H1	X d˜et	XM
⊕
δX U X	X
17
⊕
resX
(26)
equals cα/b, where α k1 k2 f b, and c are as in Deﬁnition 6.2 and 	X
ranges over all prime ideals of UX lying over  but not equal to
UX. This claim shows also the following lemma.
Lemma 6.3. The diagram
detU XM
⊕
H1	X det	XM
M ⊕ H1	X d˜et	XM
⊕
δX U XX
trU 
⊕
resX
17(27)
is commutative, where 	X ranges over all prime ideals UX lying over
 but not equal to UX.
Proof. The image of k1 under the map
⊕
δXU X	X is zero, so we
only need to check that the image of k2/f dX ⊗α under the compositions
(26) is cα/b. For n ∈  with nα = 0, we can ﬁnd a ∈ U\U
and h1     hn f1     fn ∈  X with the properties
• the leading coefﬁcient bi of fi is a unit,
• the image of fi in κX is a power of an irreducible polynomial,
• the images of fi and fj in κX are relatively prime if i = j, and
• deghi < deg fi
such that
ak2
f
−
(
h1
f1
+ · · · + hn
fn
)
∈ nUXU X
(cf. the proof for [7, Lemma 3.5]). Then
k2
f
dX ⊗ α =
(
h1
f1
+ · · · + hn
fn
)
dX ⊗ α
a

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Let 	i be the prime ideal of UX contracting to  but not equal to
UX and whose image in κX contains the image of fi. Then
δXU X	i
(
hj
fj
dX ⊗ α
a
)
=

[
hj dX ⊗ αa
fj
]
	i
 if i = j;
0 if i = j.
Let ci be the coefﬁcient of hi at X−1+deg fi . Then
resX
[
hj dX ⊗ αa
fj
]
	j
= cj
abj
α
Hence the image of k2/f dX ⊗ α under the compositions (26) is
c1
ab1
α+ · · · + cn
abn
α = c
b
α
Proposition 6.4 (Residue Theorem for a Finite Morphism). If φ  →
 is a ﬁnite morphism, then the trace map
tr/  φ∗φ!• −→ •
is a morphism of complexes.
Proof. It sufﬁces to prove that the diagram
M	 ⊕M

M M
⊕
δ	

tr	 
δ 
⊕tr
 
is commutative for any 	 ∈   = φ	, and  ∈  with  = 	 + 1,
where the summations are taken over all 
 ∈  with 
 = 	 + 1.
Note that 	 is residually ﬁnite over  . This implies 	 = . If
 is not an immediate specialization of , both compositions of the above
diagram vanish. Besides assuming that  is an immediate specialization of
, we may also assume that the summations are taken over those  ∈ 
which are immediate specializations of 	 and which are contracting to  to
avoid other trivial maps.
Take an afﬁne open subset U of  containing  and x which generate
φ−1U as a U-algebra. Let X be the variables chosen for x.
For any prime ideal  in φ−1U, denote by X the preimage of
 under the canonical map UX → φ−1U sending X to x.
To prove the proposition, it sufﬁces to prove that, when restricted to the
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elements in Mφ−1U /U x	 (see Deﬁnition 2.1), the diagram
H
top
	X
det	XM
⊕
H
top

X
det
XM
H
top
	X
d˜et	XM
⊕
H
top

X
d˜et
XM
M M
⊕
δX	

17 17
−1xresX −1x
⊕
resX
δ
is commutative, where the summations are taken over those  ∈ φ−1U
which are immediate specializations of 	 and which are contracting
to . Note that  = . As  =  + 1, to prove the
proposition it sufﬁces to show that, when restricted to the elements
in Mφ−1U /U x	, the diagram
Htop	X det	XM
⊕
Htop
Xdet
XM
Htop	X d˜et	XM
⊕
Htop
Xd˜et
XM
M M
−1x⊕ δX	

1717
⊕
resXresX
δ 
is commutative. As δX	 and resX are deﬁned inductively on the number
of variables, we may assume that X consists of only one variable without
loss of generality.
Recall that the diagram [7, (11)]
detU XM detU XM
⊕
Htop	X det	XM
⊕
Htop
X det
XM
δX U XU X
⊕
δX U X
X
⊕
δX U X	X
−⊕ δX	X
X
is commutative with surjective column maps [7, Theorem 3.7], where 	X
(resp. X) ranges over all prime ideals of UX lying over  (resp.
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) but not equal to UX (resp. UX). By virtue of the
commutative diagram (27), to prove the proposition it sufﬁces to prove
that, when restricted to the elements in detU XM whose images in⊕
	xH
1
	xdet	xM are contained in Mφ−1U /U x	, the dia-
gram
detU XM detU XM
M M
δX U XU X
trU trU 
δ 
is commutative.
As the map U → φ−1U is ﬁnite, there is monic polyno-
mial h in the kernal of the map UX → φ−1U. Consider
an element
η =∑
i
ki
fi
dX ⊗ αi ∈ detU XM
whose image in
⊕
	xH
1
	xdet	xM is contained inMφ−1U /U x	. As hη maps to zero, by the exact sequence
U X/U  ⊗M → detU XM →
⊕
	x
H1	xdet	xM
[7, Theorem 3.7] there exist gi ∈ UX and βi ∈M such that∑
i
hki
fi
dX ⊗ αi =
∑
i
gi dX ⊗ βi
and hence ∑
i
ki
fi
dX ⊗ αi =
∑
i
gi
h
dX ⊗ βi
Therefore
trU δXU X U X
(∑
i
gi
h
dX ⊗ βi
)
= trU 
(∑
i
gi
h
dX ⊗ δ βi
)
= δ trU 
(∑
i
gi
h
dX ⊗ βi
)

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Let A be an Artinian local ring,  = SpecA = 1A, and φ  →
 be the projection. We cover  in the standard way by two afﬁne open
sets SpecAX and SpecAY . Denote the generic point of  by 	g. By
abusing the notation, denoted by X (resp. Y ) the variable chosen for the
global section X (resp. Y ) of SpecAX (resp. Spec AY . Then
MAX/AX	g = AXAX/A ⊗A M
MAY /AY 	g = AY AY /A ⊗A M
Lemma 6.5. The canonical isomorphism
MAX/AX	g →MAY /AY 	g(28)
making the diagram
MAX/A	g MAX/AX	g
M	g
MAY /A	g MAY /AY 	g
can
can
can
can
commutative maps f XdX ⊗ α to − f Y−1Y−2 dY ⊗ α.
Proof. We recall how this canonical isomorphism is constructed by work-
ing on the intersection V of SpecAX and SpecAY . There are canonical
isomorphisms
AXX  Vy  AY y
with which X maps to Y−1. Let x and y be the elements in V map-
ping to X and Y , respectively. Let X, Y be the variables chosen for x and
y. Then
MV /Ax	g = AXAX/A ⊗A M
MV /A y	g = AY AY /A ⊗A M
and MV /Axy	g consists of elements in
H1
AX Y +XY−1
( ∧2 AX Y AX Y +XY−1/A ⊗M)
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annihilated by XY − 1. In terms of generalized fractions,
MV /Ax y	g
=
{∑
i
[
fi dX dY ⊗ αi
XY − 1
]∣∣∣∣αi ∈M fi ∈ AX Y mAXY +XY−1}
Map (28) is the one making the diagram
MAX/AX	g MV /Ax	g
MV /Axy	g
MAY /AY 	g MV /Ay	g
res−1
res−1
commutative, where the row maps send XY dX, and dY to X Y dX,
and dY , respectively. In MV /Ax y	g,[
f XdXY − 1dX ⊗ α
XY − 1
]
=
[−f Y−1Y−2dXY − 1dY ⊗ α
XY − 1
]
Taking residues of the above element in MV /Ax	g and MV /A y
	g, we get f XdX ⊗α and −f Y−1dY−2 ⊗α, respectively. This shows
that f XdX ⊗ α maps to −f Y−1Y−2 dY ⊗ α under isomorphism (28).
Proposition 6.6 (Residue Theorem for a Projective Line). Let A
be an Artinian local ring,  = SpecA = 1A, and φ  →  be the
projection. Then the trace map
tr/  φ∗φ!• → •
is a morphism of complexes.
Proof. We need to prove that the composition
M	g
⊕
δ	g	→ ⊕M	 ⊕ tr	→M
vanishes, where the sums range over all closed points 	 of  . Recall that
elements in M	g can be written as a sum of elements of the form
kdX ⊗ α or k
f
dX ⊗ α, where α ∈ M and k f ∈ AX satisfy the
conditions
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• degk < deg f ,
• f is a monic polynomial, and
• the image of f in A/X is a power of an irreducible polynomial
[7, Proposition 3.4]. Therefore, to prove the theorem we only need
to check that the images of kdX ⊗ α and k
f
dX ⊗ α under the map
⊕ tr	⊕ δ	g	 are zero. We write
k = a0 + a1X + · · · + anXn
and
f = b0 + b1X + · · · + bnXn +Xn+1
where ai bi ∈ A.
By deﬁnition, δ	g	kdX ⊗ α = 0 for all 	 ∈ SpecAX. For the only
point ∞ not in SpecAX,
δ	g∞kdX ⊗ α = δ	g∞
(
−k
(
1
Y
)
1
Y 2
dY ⊗ α
)
=
[−a0Yn + · · · + andY ⊗ α
Yn+2
]

Hence
tr∞δ	g∞kdX ⊗ α = tr∞
[−a0Yn + · · · + andY ⊗ α
Yn+2
]
= 0
and therefore ⊕ tr	⊕ δ	g	(kdX ⊗ α) = 0.
Besides the point ∞, there is at most one point in SpecAX for which
δ	g	kf dX ⊗ α does not vanish, namely the point corresponding to the
prime in A/X containing f . One may compute( ⊕
	 =∞
tr	
)( ⊕
	 =∞
δ	g	
)(
k
f
dX ⊗ α
)
= an
At ∞, we have
tr∞δ	g∞
(
k
f
dX ⊗ α
)
= tr∞
[−a0Yn + · · · + andY ⊗ α
Y b0Yn+1 + · · · + bnY + 1
]
= tr∞m
[−an + an−1Y + · · ·1− bnY − · · ·dY ⊗ α
Y
]
= −an
The proposition now follows.
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Corollary 6.7 (Residue Theorem for a Projective Curve). Let A
be a an Artinian local ring,  = SpecA be a one-dimensional scheme,
and φ  →  be a projective morphism. The trace map
tr/  φ∗φ!• → •
is a morphism of complexes.
Proof. φ admits a ﬁnite morphism into 1A. Since the ﬁnite morphism
and the projection 1A →  enjoy the residue theorem, the corollary fol-
lows from the transitivity of residual complexes (Proposition 4.7) and the
transitivity of trace maps (Proposition 5.4).
Lemma 6.8. Let 	 and 
 be two points in  and  = φ	  = φ
.
Assume that 
 (resp. ) is an immediate specialization of 	 (resp. ). If 

is closed in the ﬁber of φ over , then 	 is closed in the ﬁber of φ over .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that  is a spectrum
of a local domain R of dimension 1. This assumption implies that R is
Cohen–Macaulay. Being closed in the ﬁber is a property local on  , so we
may also assume that  is a spectrum of a ring S of ﬁnite type over R.
Consider a surjective R-linear map
RX1    Xn → S
The preimage of 	 (resp. 
) in RX1    Xn is closed in the ﬁber of
φ over  (resp. ) if and only if 	 (resp. 
) is closed in the ﬁber of φ
over  (resp. ). So we may further assume that S = RX1    Xn. This
assumption implies that S is catenary [11, Theorem 17.9]. (So this lemma
holds without assuming the existence of a residual complex on  .) If 	 is
not closed in the ﬁber of φ over , then S has a saturated chain of primes

 ⊇ 	 ⊇ · · · ⊇ RX1    Xn
of length less than n + 1. This contradicts that S has a saturated chain of
primes

 ⊇ · · · ⊇ RX1    Xn ⊇ RX1    Xn
of length n+ 1.
Residue Theorem. Let  be a locally Noetherian scheme possessing a
residual complex • with Cousin data M	∈   δ 	  ∈ . Let
φ  →  be a morphism of ﬁnite type, whose ﬁbers have bounded dimen-
sions. If φ is proper, then the trace map
tr/  φ∗φ!• → •
is a morphism of complexes.
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Proof (cf. [3, Chap. VII, Sect. 2]). To prove the theorem, it sufﬁces to
show that the diagram
M ⊕
=n+1
M
⊕
=n
M M
⊕
δ
⊕
tr
⊕
tr
⊕
δ
commutes, where  ∈  and  ∈  satisfy  − 1 =  = n. By the
local nature of coboundary maps (Proposition 3.5) and the local nature of
trace maps (Proposition 5.3), we may assume that  is the spectrum of a
local ring and  is the closed point of  . Recall that maps tr  (resp. tr )
vanish unless  = φ (resp. φ = q) and  (resp. ) is residually
ﬁnite over   (resp.  ). Therefore the compositions 
⊕
δ 
⊕
tr 
and ⊕ tr ⊕ δ both vanish, unless  equals φ or  is an imme-
diate specialization of φ.
If φ = , then all tr  vanish. So what we need to prove in this case
is that the composition of the maps
M
⊕
δ→ ⊕
=n+1
M
⊕
tr → M(29)
vanishes. For an element ω in M, we choose an inﬁnitesimal neigh-
borhood j′  ′ →  (resp. j  ′ → ) of the reduced induced closed
subscheme of the closure of  (resp. ) such that ω comes from  ′ and
there is a commutative diagram
 ′ 
 ′ 
j′
φφ′
j
(30)
for some morphism φ′ of ﬁnite type. By Corollary 5.7 (see also the remark
after it), to prove that the image of ω under the composition (29) vanishes,
we can work on the restriction (as graded  -modules)
j∗tr ′/ ′  j∗φ′∗φ′!j!• → j∗j!•
of
tr/  φ∗φ!• → • 
 ′ has dimension one and  ′ is the spectrum of an Artinian local ring.
Hence φ′ is projective and the theorem in this case is proved in Corol-
lary 6.7.
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Now we assume that  is an immediate specialization of φ. If
φ = n (that is,  is not closed in the ﬁber of φ over φ), by
Lemma 6.8, any point which is an immediate specialization of  is not
closed in the ﬁber of φ over . So the compositions ⊕ δ ⊕ tr 
and ⊕ tr ⊕ δ both vanish. Therefore we may further assume
that φ = n. What we need to prove now is the commutativity of the
diagram
M ⊕M
Mφ M
⊕
δ
⊕
tr trφ
δφ 
(31)
for the sums ranging over points  which are immediate specializations of
 and map to . For an element ω in M, we choose an inﬁnitesimal
neighborhood j′  ′ →  (resp. j  ′ → ) of the reduced closed sub-
scheme of the closure of  (resp. φ) such that ω (resp. tr φω)
comes from  ′ (resp.  ′) and there is a morphism φ′  ′ →  ′ of ﬁnite
type satisfying φj′ = jφ′; see diagram (30). Since the closed ﬁber of φ′
consists of only ﬁnitely many points, by [2, Proposition 4.4.2], φ′ is ﬁnite.
Hence j∗φ′∗φ′!j!• is a subcomplex of φ∗φ!• via the composition
(25). j∗j!
•
 is also a subcomplex of 
•
 via tr ′/ . Working on the restric-
tion
j∗tr ′/ ′  j∗φ′∗φ′!j!• → j∗j!•
of
tr/  φ∗φ!• → •
(see Corollary 5.7), by Proposition 6.4, one sees that ω has the same image
in M under the two compositions in diagram (31).
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